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10.2 Attitude Measurement 
Mark A. Stedham, Partha P. Banerjee, Seiji Nishfuji, and Shogo Tanaka 
In many practical situations, it is important to determine and measure the attitude of a particular vehicle, 
such as a ship, an airplane, a piece of mechanical equipment such as a, crane lifter, or a spacecraft. For 
this reason, many attitude se~sors have been developed with advanced computer and semiconductor 
technologies. This section first introduces the various attitude sensors with an explanation of their 
operating principles and then presents several methodologies for attitude measurement and determina-
tion, including ships and crane lifters, aircraft, and spacecraft applications. 
Attitude Sensors for Ships, Aircraft, and Crane Lifters 
There are many types of gyroscopes that, corresponding to the physical measurement mechanisms used, 
may be classified as two-axes freedom gyro and single-axis freedom gyro using precession, vibratory gyro 
using Coriolis' force, and optic gyro using Sagnac's effect. Among them, the two-axes freedom gyro has 
the longest history. It consists of a high-speed rotating rotor around a spin axis supported by two 
orthogonal axes. This type of gyro is generally classified as either a free gyro, a vertical gyro (VG), or a 
directional gyro (DG). 
The single-axis freedom gyro has only one output axis in addition to the spin axis. Depending on the 
specifications (in which) the gyro is designed, there are two types of gyros, the rate gyro and the rate 
integrating gyro. Related to these rotating-type gyros is another type of gyro known as the electrostatic 
gyro, which makes use of a high-speed rotating sphere in a vacuum cavity. Because of its resistance-free 
property, the electrostatic gyro has the highest accuracy among existing gyros. There are also rotorless 
gyros. The first one is a vibratory gyro that uses Coriolis' force as the measurement principle. The second 
type is an optical one. Among optical gyros, there are two types: the ring laser gyro and the fiber optic 
gyro. Both rely on the Sagnac effect in their measurement mechanisms. The performance of gyros is 
evaluated by their drift rates, and the performance of various gyros is shown in Table 10.2, for reference, 
with their primary usages. 
Recently, with the development of computer technology, many types of three-axes gyros have been 
developed that can measure not only the tilt angles but also the angular velocities and the accelerations 
along the three axes by combining several gyros and accelerometers. Accelerometers are often coupled 
with gyros to provide flight and ship navigation systems as well as attitude sensors for dynamic objects 
such as crane lifters. Examples include the attitude and heading reference system (AHRS), inertial navi-
gation system (INS), inertial measurement unit (IMU), and gyro compass (GC), as well as the VGs and 
DGs discussed above [1). 
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TABLE 10.2 Performance of Different Types of Gyros 
Type of the gyro 
-Free gyro 
Vertical gyro 
Directional gyro 
Rate gyro 
Rate integrating gyro 
Ring laser gyro 
Fiber optic gyro 
Electrostatic gyro 
Degrees of freedom 
2 
2 
2 
I 
1 
2 
Quantities to be detected 
Angle 
Declination from horizontal plane 
Shift from reference direction 
Angular velocity 
Angle 
Angular velocity 
Angular velocity 
Angle 
Accuracy (0 h-1) 
1 
10 
0.001-1 
0.003 
0.01 
0.00001-0.01 
The principle of a servo-type accelerometer is explained below (see Figure 10.8). As soon as the shift 
of the beam caused by the acceleration a is detected by the deflection pickUp, the current j is generated 
b the servo-amplifier, which produces a torque to keep the beam at the principle axis of the sensor. 
since the torque and the current that generates the torque are proportional to a, the acceleration can be 
measured using the current. The measurement process forms a closed-loop system, so that the sensor is 
not only robust to disturbances, but also achieves a high measurement accuracy (see Table 10.3) . 
Similarly, an inclinometer is another inertial sensor that measures tilt angle to provide attitude infor-
mation (see Figure 10.9). The principle of servo-type inclinometers is the same as that of the servo-type 
accelerometer, except that the beam in the accelerometer is replaced by a pendulum suspended from the 
supporting point in the sensor. When the sensor is placed on the inclined static surface of tilt angle 13, 
the pendulum takes the angle 13 against the principle axis of the sensor, assuming the sensor has no force 
other than gravity acting on it. The sensor can, however, generate a torque Tc:= mg/sinl3 == mg/l3 to keep 
the pendulum at the principle axis, then the tilt angle 13 can be accurately measured using the torque 
(and consequently the current producing the torque), where m and l are the pendulum mass and length 
of the pendulum to its mass center, respectively. One must note, however, that such a sensor is essentially 
designed to measure the tilt angles of static inclined surfaces. Thus, when applied to dynamic inclined 
surfaces, the accelerations will affect the torque, making the sensor unreliable. An intelligent attitude 
beam 
deflection pickup 
magnet 
,-L---J-,/ 
torquer-coil 
flexure-hinge input axis 
FIGURE 10.8 Servo-type accelerometer. 
servo-amplifier 
DC source 
±15V 
output 
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TABLE 10.3 Specification of a Servo-Ty A I 
pe cce erometer 
Measurement range 
Resolution 
Sensitivity 
Output resistance 
Torquer current 
Case alignment 
Frequency response 
Temperature range 
Power source 
Consumption current 
Size 
Mass 
±5g 
Less than 5 Ilg (dc) 
2 V [J"' 
560n 
3.5 rnA [J"' 
Less than ± 1 ° 
450 Hz (±3 dB) 
-25 to +70°C 
±15 V (de) 
Less than 15 rnA 
28.4 mm x 24.5 mm 
46 g (including the cable 109) 
Note: g: gravitational acceleration (according to the type TA-
25D-05 by TOKIMEC). 
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sensing system that overcomes such difficulty will be introduced later. Although appl" . . 
. . '. ICatlon IS Ii . to statlc inclined surfaces with minute tilt angles, a dielectrIc-type Inclinometer emp1' lU~ted 
d · . h ' h . h °YIng electrod an a bubble kept In an electrolyte can achieve Ig accuracies on t e order of 1 Q-40. es 
Attitude Sensors for Spacecraft Applications 
Attitude measurement for spacecraft usually requires two or more sensors for detecting th ti 
. f h' here erence Sources needed to satisfy attitude requirements. The choice 0 w IC senSOrs to employ is pro '1 
. . . .., 11 Iman y Influenced by the dIrectIOn the spacecraft IS usually POIntIng as we as the accuracy requirements for 
attitude determination [2]. Table lOA summarizes some performance parameters for these Sensors as 
well as typical manufacturers. 
Inertial measurement units generally consist of gyroscopes coupled with accelerometers, which 
together measure both rotational and translational motion. These IMUs may be either gimbal mounted 
(movement about a gimbal point, independent of the spacecraft) or a strapdown system (rigidly mounted 
to the spacecraft body), where expansive software is used to convert sensor outputs into reference frame 
measurements. !MUs tend to suffer gyro drift and other bias errors and, when used for spacecraft attitude 
measurements, are often used with one or more of the sensors discussed below. 
Sun sensors detect the visible light from the sun, measuring the angle between the sun's radiation and 
the detector's photocell. The sun is a commonly chosen attitude reference SOurce since it is by far the 
bubble 
outer electrodes 
common electrode 
FIGURE 10.9 Dielectric-type inclinometer (front view). 
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TABLE 10.4 Spacecraft Attitude Determination Sensors 
Mass 
Sensor Accuracy 
(kg) Typical vendors 
1 to 5 x 10-6 g 3 to 25 IMU 
Northrop Grumman, Bendix, Kearfott,HoneyweU, Hamilton, Standard, 
Litton, Teledyne 
Sun Sensor 
Horizon Sensor 
Star Sensor 
Magnetometer 
10-2 to 3° 
10-' to 1° 
10-3 to 10-2' 
0.5 to 3° 
0.5 to 2 
2 to 5 
3 to 7 
-1 
Adcole, TRW, Ball Aerospace 
Barnes, Ithaco, Lockheed Martin, Lockheed Barnes 
Ball Aerospace, Bendix, Honeywell, Hughes 
Schonstedt, Develco 
Adapted from Larsen, W. ). and Wertz, ). R., Eds., Space Mission Analysis and Design, Torrance, CA: Microcosm Inc. 
and Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1992, p.360. 
visually brightest object in the sky, having a total radiation per unit area of 1353 W m-2 at Ea~th 
distances [3]. Also, it is generally accepted as a valid point source for most attitude applications, havlIlg 
an angular radius of 0.25° at Earth distances. Increased measurement accuracy can be obtained by deter-
mining its centroid. Even though sun sensors are quite accurate (0.01 ° to 3.0°), they do require clear fields 
of view, and sometimes suffer periods of eclipse from both the Earth and the moon [4]. Also, sensitive 
equipment (such as imaging devices) must be protected from the powerful radiation of direct sunlight. 
When the sun is available, the angle between it and the sensor's primary axis is referred to as the sun angle. 
For spacecraft in near-Earth orbits, the Earth is the second brightest object in the sky and covers as 
much as 40% of the sky. Earth horizon sensors detect the interface between the Earth's edge (or limb) 
and the space background. Horizon sensors can detect either of the Earth's visible limb (albedo sensor), 
infrared limb, or air glow. The infrared limb is the edge between the warm Earth and the cold space 
background. The air glow is a region of the atmosphere around the Earth that is visible to the spacecraft 
when it is on the night side of the Earth. Accuracies for horizon sensors are in the O.l ° to 1.0° range. 
Increased accuracy requires Earth oblate spheroid modeling [4]. Some problems associated with albedo 
detection include the distortion effects of the Earth's atmosphere, falsely identifying the day/night ter-
minator crossing as the true Earth limb, and the considerable variability of the Earth's albedo in the 
visible spectrum (varies from land, sea, ice). 
Most sensors used to detect the Earth's horizon are scanning sensors with narrow fields of view that 
measure the time between horizon crossings. In general, two horizon crossings occur per sensor scan 
period: one crossing when the sensor scans from the space background onto the Earth, followed by a 
second crossing when the sensor scans from the Earth back to space. The combination of horizon crossing 
times, scan rate, and spacecraft altitude allows for the computation of the Earth's apparent angular radiu~. 
The apparent angular radius will be smaller than the real (or physical) angular radius if the spacecraft IS 
tilted away from the Earth nadir vector. The nadir vector is defined as the vector connecting the center 
of the spacecraft to the center of the Earth. To see this effect, one needs to compute the Earth's physical 
radius p, which for a given spacecraft altitude h (in kilometers), is given by p = sin- I[(6371)/(6371 + h)]· 
If the spacecraft horizo~ sensor is pointing exactly nadir, then the apparent angular radius as measured 
by the sensor will agree With the ~hysical r~dius given by the above relation for p. However, if the horizon 
}'s pointed away from nadIr, the honzon crossing times will be smaller than when pointing exactly sensor. ' . t 
d· This results III an apparent angular radiUS that IS smaller than the physical radius by an amoun na Ir. 1 b th . h . the 
. 1 to the ang e etween e sensor aXIs and t e nadir vector. This angle is referred to as proportlOna 
nadir angle. . r 
are used when extreme accuracy requirements are necessary This high degree of senso Star sensors " . . n 
(0003° to 0.01°) can be attnbuted mamly to the point source nature and precise fixed locatiO accuracy . b t . d . ker 
. ce Star sensors may e ca egonze as either star trackers or star mappers. A star traC 
of stars In spa . . d h f . is 
. . 'd fi ld of view In or er to searc or a glVen star of specific brightness. A star mapper 
utilizes a WI e e . t d' . . .. d gular 
k xcept that It scans over many s ars, recor Illg their relative pOSitIOns an an 
. '1 to a trac er, e d . h aft Simi ar . aring the recorded ata Wit that from a star catalog (database), exact spacecr 
separatIOns. By comp 
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orientation can be obtained. The angle between the star line . 10-21 
referred to as the star angle. -of-sIght and th 
e sensor's . 
The accuracy of star sensors is obtained with higher Costs h pnmary axis is 
d ' OWever S 
an consume more power than other types of attitude sensors In dd.·. tar sensors are g 
1· h . a Hio enerally h . to stray 19 t SOurces such as sunlight reflected from the Spac c; n, star sensors a . eaVler 
£ . ecra,t Or th E re qUite se .. rom dust partIcles and jet exhausts [4J. Most rely on optical shield· earth and sun!" h nsltlve 
M . Ing to redu h 19 t Scatter d 
agnehc sensors (called magnetometers) measure both the magnl·t d ce t e effects ofst Ii e 
. Ii . ... U e and di. ray ght 
magnetIc eld. The difference In onentatlOn between the measured field rectlOn of the E ,. 
. d d . and the t fi arth s 
attItu e etermmation. Magnetometer accuracies (0.5° to 3.0°) are usuall Ie rUe eld translates into 
types because of the uncertainty in the Earth's true field, which tends to /h ss than the other senso 
dd · . h ange Or h ·ft r a ltlOn, t e Earth's magnetic field decreases with increasing altitude, and m SlOver time. In 
lim· d 1 . agnetomete lte to a tJtudes of about 6000 km. For this reason, magnetometers are oft rs are generally 
h en used With ot er sensor types already discussed for improved measurement accuracy [2]. one of the 
Automatic On-Line Attitude Measurement for Ships and Crane Lifters 
For on-line attitude measurement for ships and crane lifters, the first thing that comes to . d . 
. d mm IS to use gyros. However, because they often suffer from drifts, accurate attltu e measurements mi ht 
h · d . 1· g not be ac leve usmg the gyros. Accordingly, one uses attitude on- me measurement systems that do not utilize 
gyros but servo-type accelerometers and inclinometers. The philosop~y of the measurement systems 
introduced here is to make the best use of the system dynamics of the object and the sensors and to apply 
Kalman filters or adaptive filters to achieve high measurement accuracy. 
Attitude Measurement for Ships 
On-line accurate measurement of a ship's attitude is extremely important in exact search of the seabed 
patterns with sonars [5,6]. It is also required by high-performance ships like hovercrafts from the 
viewpoint of Suppressing swings by the waves. The measurement of a ship's attitude can usually be reduced 
to that of the heaving, rolling, and pitching of the ship. For such a measurement, a heave sensor has been 
used, whose output is given by double integration of the output of an accelerometer vertically directed 
with a gyroscope. However, since the initial values of heaving displacement and its velocity are unknown, 
the output will contain a bias that increases with time, and the accuracy of the sensor deteriorates 
considerably. From this viewpoint, one introduces a strapdown-type on-line measurement system that 
adequately processes the outputs of the two servo-type inclinometers and one accelerometer mounted 
on the ship [7J. 
Location of Sensors and Outputs 
The two servo-type inclinometers and one servo-type accelerometer are located on the deck (at the 
point A) of vertical distance L from 0, the intersection of rolling and pitching axes (see Figure 1O.1O).The 
two inclinometers are set in such a way that the rolling and the pitching angles are measured respectively. 
The accelerometer is set upward to the deck to obtain the information on the heaving. Because incli-
~o~ete~s were originally developed for the measurement of the tilt angles of static inclined surfaces, the 
ngl~ p~ndulum inside the sensor is considerably affected by the ship's acceleration other than the 
gravItatIOnal one. Applying Lagrange's equations of motion [8,9) to rigid pendulums and calculating 
the torques to keep their deflections from the principal axes almost zero yields the sensor outputs [73: 
(10.45 ) 
00.46) 
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deck 
stem 
heaving t 
A 
bow 
pitching 
FIGURE 10.10 Location of sensors. 
rol)ing 
axlS 
where ZI (t), ~(t), a(t), p(t), and g denote, respectively, the outputs of the two inclinometers, the rolling 
and the pitching angles, and the gravitational acceleration (VI (t) and v2(t): noises of the outputs, including 
the approximation errors in deriving the outputs). 
On the other hand, the accelerometer output is expressed as: 
(10.47) 
where a(t) and v3(t) represent, respectively, the heaving acceleration and the accelerometer noise. 
Dynamics of Attitude Signals 
It is well known that each of the heaving, rolling, and pitching in inshore seas has two dominant waves 
in a short interval. That is, a sinusoidal wave of long periodic length (in the range of 6 s to 10 s) and a 
sinusoidal wave of short periodic length (in the range of 2 s to 3 s) [10-12]. Thus, one model each of 
the signals in a short interval by a composite wave of the two dominant sinusoidal waves . For the heaving 
(in a short interval), the displacement is modeled by: 
(10.48) 
with the parameters {ai}, {<Pi}, and {(Oi} unknown. From the 4th-order differential equation satisfied by 
the x(t) , we obtain the linear dynamic equation [7]: 
0 1 0 0 
x(t)=Ax(t), 0 0 1 0 A= (10.49) 
0 0 0 
_(02 (02 
I 2 0 -( 0): +(O~) 0 
where x(t) ;::; (XI>~' X3' X4)T (~, = r:Jn-Ix/dtn-1 (n = 1, ... ,4)). On the other hand, the rolling and pitching 
angles can be modeled by: 
(10.50) 
th e a
re usually some biases associated with them. From the 5th-order differential equation 
because er . . . . 
which Equation 10.50 satisfies, we get the sImIlar state vanable representatIOn of the model as 
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Equation 10.49. In practice, the heaving, rolling, and pitching signals have many nondominant sinusoidal 
waves in addition to the dominant ones. Therefore, Equation 10.49 is modified by introducing a white 
Gaussian noise w( t) with zero mean and adequate variance cr2 as follows: 
(l0.51) 
where r = (O,I,O,O)T for the heaving and r = (O,I,O,O,O? for the rolling and pitching. The higher the 
order of the models, the better the measurement accuracy will be. If we consider the on-line measurement 
of the signals, Equation 10.51 will be sufficient. 
On-Line Attitude Measurement 
The observation Equations 10.45 and 10.46 are expressed using their own state vector x(t). The obser-
vation equations in a discretized form are: 
(l0.52) 
where H = [I,O,-Lig,O,O] and Yk, "", and Vk ' respectively, denote y(t), x(t), and vet) of the corresponding 
signals at the k-th sampling instant [7,9]. The discretized form of the dynamic Equation 10.51 is: 
(10.53) 
where 
(l0.54) 
" . d th sampling period. The Here, L-I and .<i T, respectively, denote the inverse Laplace translormatlOn an e . 
. . d . . . G . . 'th ero mean and covarIance: dlscretlze tranSitIOn noise w becomes a white ausslan nOise WI z k . 
w=cr2 floT cp(.<iT_'t)rrTcpT (.<iT-'t)d't (l0.55) 
.' h b reduced to the state estimation of the linear 
The measurement of the rolling and pltchIDg can t us e f . ,., and ro are given 
O 52 d 10 53) if the angular requenCieS WI 2 discrete dynamic systems (Equations I . an . , . ' . h ' ed by a Kalman 
. e ty The state estimatIOn IS ac lev 
and Vk is assumed to have a white Gaussian p.rop r . es of the two angular 
filter [7, 13]. However, difficulties in implementID.8' the filt~r are that the ex:~ :~I: difficulty, adequate 
frequencies are a priori unknown and also time vanant. To overco fil' s used. d b k of Kalman ters I 
candidates {(wi, wD; 1 S; is; MI for the parameters {WI> w21 are .set an a an . as followS: 
Then, the final estimate is obtained as the conditional expectatIOn of the state estimate 
(10.56) 
i=1 
A' • (; ; ) nd p; denotes the 
where XkJk represents the state estimate Xiuk for the i-th candidate Q j = wI> w2 ' ~ k . 
d·· I .. .. . . I ul d b d the BayeSian theorem. con ItlOna postenon probability of the I-th candidate ca c ate ase on 
(10.57) 
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Here, P(Yk/.Q.j,yk-l) represents the conditional Gaussian probability density function of Yk under.Q.j and 
yk-I == {Yj; j ~ k _ I}, whose mean and variance are calculated recurs~vely [7]. . 
The proposed measurement system can adaptively and automatically select the most appropnate 
candidate versus time. It thus enables an accurate on-line measurement of the rolling and pitching whose 
dominant angular frequencies vary with time. The first, second, and third components of the final 
estimate X~/k represent, respectively, the estimates of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The 
proposed system thus has an advantage in that it can measure not only the displacements, but also the 
velocities and the accelerations of the three signals. In order to improve the measurement accuracy of 
the rolling and pitching, one should place the inclinometers near the intersection 0 of the rolling and 
the pitching axes. 
Finally, the dynamics of the heaving is given by Equation 10.51 similar to that of the rolling and 
pitching. Substituting the estimates Set) and pet) obtained above into Equation 10.47 and subtracting 
the effect of the gravitational acceleration, one can derive a linear observation equation for aCt): 
(10.58) 
where Hk = [O,O,cos8(t)cosp(t),Ol!,=kLlT 
Thus, the on-line measurement of the heaving is also realized by executing the same procedure as 
described before. The location of the rolling and pitching axes were assumed to be known; however, even 
when they are unknown, the attitude measurement system described above is effective, if we introduce 
the candidates on the location of the axes adding to the angular frequencies. 
Attitude Measurement for Crane Lifters 
Dynamics of Attitude Signals 
An illustrative diagram of a crane lifter system is shown in Figure 10.11. One of the easiest ways to 
measure the attitude of the lifter is to set up a high-resolution camera on the bottom of the trolley and 
to track a mark on the top of the lifter. However, it increases the cost and also the difficulty in maintenance. 
Furthermore, sometimes the scheme does not work because of shadows and light reflection. As previously 
mentioned, for gyros not offering sufficiently accurate measurement, a high-sensitivity servo-type accel-
erometer is used to extract the attitude signals. When setting up the sensor on the lifter, however, there 
is a secondary swing signal adding to the primary one, due to the free suspension of the lifter and the 
structure of the lifter. Despite its small amplitude, the secondary one has a higher frequency and for this 
reason h~s a large magnitude on the sensor output. The important signal for practical applications, such 
as the athtude control of the lifter, is the primary one, which has a larger amplitude with a lower angular fre~uency of ro = ~ gj.e (g. the gravitational acceleration; C: the wire length from the primary supporting 
pomt to the center of gravity of the pulley). If we try to attenuate the secondary swing signal by passing 
the output through a low-pass filter. the phase lag is also introduced into the primary swing signal and 
the signal can no longer be used for the accurate attitude control of the lifter. 
For the above reasons. we ~ntroduce an autonomous measurement system that measures both the 
primary and the secondary swmgs b~ modelmg the lifter system with a double pendulum and applying 
a Kalman filter to it [14J. The dynamiCs of the trolley-lifter system is derived using Lagrange's equations 
of motion [8, 9J. 
(10.59) 
Position, Location, Altitude Measurement 
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FIGURE 10.11 A crane lifter system. 
(10.60) 
where T and V represent, respectively, the kinetic and the potential energies of the trolley-lifter system, 
and 9 p 92 denote, respectively, the angles that the primary and the secondary pendulums take against 
the vertical line. The other variables x, u, and a represent, respectively, the location of the trolley, the 
driving force, and the coefficient of friction between the trolley and the rail. Considering that ai' ai (1 :5 
i ~ 2) are small, the dynamic equation of the trolley-lifter system can be expressed as [14]: 
(10.61) 
where x(t) is the state vector x(t) = x, x, 91' I'll' 92, 92f. Taking into account the approximation errors in 
deriving Equation 10.61, air resistance, friction in the wires, and microscopic swings at the other con-
nection points, it is reasonable to introduce white Gaussian noises w(t) (1 ~ i ~ 3) with zero mean and 
appropriate variances to the dynamic Equation 10.61 as in Equation 10.49 as follows [14]: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + bu(t)+ rw(t) (10.62) 
where 
r~r~ 0 0 0 ~r 0 0 1 0 w( t) = [00, (t), 00 2 (t), 00 3 (t) r (10.62a) 0 0 0 0 
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t 
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FIGURE 10.12 Dynamics of a trolley lifter system. 
Sensor Outputs and On-Line Attitude Measurement 
When a servo-type accelerometer is set up on the lifter (in the direction of the swing) at the place of the 
distance e; from the secondary supporting point, the output of the sensor becomes [14]: 
(10.63) 
where e; is the distance between the primary and the secondary supporting points (see Figure 10.12). 
Substitution of Equation 10.61 into Equation 10.63 yields an output expressed in terms of the state vector 
x(t), as in Equation 10.52. Using a rotary-encoder to measure the location and the velocity of the trolley, 
and then combining these three sensor outputs with the dynamic Equation 10.62 and applying a Kalman 
filter enables the state vector to be estimated on-line. Using this approach, both angular displacement 
and velocity of the deflections 91> 92 of the two pendulums can be measured exactly. 
Aircraft Attitude Determination 
The determination of aircraft attitude requires the measurement of angles about three independent body 
axes. These angles are the roll, pitch, and yaw angles. There are two primary means employed today for 
measuring these angles; the first method uses VGs to measure the roll and pitch angles, and a DG to 
measure the yaw angle. The second method, more commonly used today, employs an IMU for full three-
axis attitude determination coupled with a baro-altimeter to correct for vertical drift errors in the IMD. 
Both methods are described below. 
Vertical and Directional Gyro Analysis 
A VG is a two degree-of-freedom gyro with its spin axis mounted nominally vertical. It employs two 
'fic force sensors mounted nominally horizontal on the inner gimbal. The two angles measured by 
speC! . I 'd' I I [] . .' h . the VG _ roll and pitch - reqUIre near y I entlca ana yses 1 . Consider the SituatIOn s own In 
Position, Location, Altitude Measurement 
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FIGURE 10.13 Vertical gyro analysis. 
Figure 10.13, depicting an aircraft with a roll angle of <p with respect to the local vertical. The sensed roll 
angle <P. is given by the difference in the actual roll angle and the gyro roll drift error <P6: 
(10.64) 
In order to compensate for this drift error, gyros employ a specific force sensor such as an electrolytic 
bubble device, which senses drift error. This correction' device senses the angular difference between the 
specific force vector f acting on the aircraft roll axis and the gyro axis, as shown in Figure 10.13. Thus, 
(10.65) 
where h is the side horizontal component of f and Iv = force of gravity is the vertical component. A 
similar analysis for the pitch angle e yields: 
(10.66) 
8
n 
= tan-I [fa/ Iv -86 ] == fa/Iv -86 (10.67) 
d fi h lar momentum vector by: where Ie is the back horizontal component of f. Next, e ne t e gyro angu 
HVG = [ Jx~6' J/36 , -h] (10.68) 
..' . I tum In addition, 
where J
x 
and J
y 
are the sensor moments of mertIa and h IS the gyro spm angu ar momen . 
define ~he inner gimbal axes angular velocity vector as: 
(10.69) 
Finally, define the gimbal torque vector by: 
QVG =[Qx +~x' Qy +~y' 0] (10.70) 
where 
Qx = gimbal roll control torque= -ke8 n (lO.71a) 
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C4r = gimbal pitch control torque = k,<l>8 (10.7lh) 
~ = gimbal roll disturbance torque = -kd (~tJ. - ~ ) + random torques (10.7lc) 
Oay = gimbal pitch disturbance torque = -kd (e tJ. - e) + random torques (10.7ld) 
nd the k, and kd are constant scaling factors related to each torque component. 
a Using the vectors defined in Equations 10.68 through 10.70, the gyro equations of motion are given by: 
(10.72) 
Taking the Laplace transform of the expansion of Equation 10.72, with the assumption that Ix == Iy = J, 
yields the following gyro equations of motion in the Laplace domain: 
(10.73) 
For normal gyro operation, Ix == Iy == 0 and kd1h « 1; so these factors may be ignored in Equation 10.73. 
Thus, solving for the desired roll and pitch angles under these assumptions gives [1] : 
~.={~- ~./g 0) 'P kjh 0) ~ kjh (10.74) 
e ={ e 0) 'P kjh 
s e-fe/g 0) ~ kjh (10.75) 
A DG is a two degree-of-freedom gyro with its spin axis mounted nominally horizontal and pointing 
in the direction of magnetic north. It employs a single specific force sensor mounted on the inner 
gimbal [1]. The DG measures the third required aircraft angle, yaw, generally denoted by'll. The sensed 
yaw angle'll. is given by the difference in the actual yaw angle'll (angle between the aircraft z-axis and 
true north) and the gyro heading angle drift error '1'6 (angle between the gyro axis and true north): 
Define the gyro angular momentum vector by: 
h . er gimbal axes angular velocity vector as: and t e mn 
(10.76) 
(10.77) 
(10.78) 
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and the gimbal torque vector as 
QDG = [Ocr +~y' Oa +~z, 0] (l0.79) 
Here, the torque vector components are given by: 
(l0.80a) 
(l0.80b) 
~y = -kd (e t:, - e) + random torques (lO.BOc) 
~z = -kd ('it t:, - 'it) + random torques (10.BOd) 
where Mt:, = magnetic compass heading error (from true north). Therefore, the DG equations of motion 
are given in Laplace domain as: 
(10.81) 
The desired yaw angle measurement for the DG is thus given as [1]: 
(10.82) 
.As indicated in Table 10.2, the accuracies of both VGs and DGs are approximately 1°. An i.mpro~ement 
of over 2 orders of magnitude can be obtaine~ through the use of inertial measurement umts, whIch are 
described next. 
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) 
Inertial measurement units consist of gyroscopes and accelerometers that together provide full three-axis 
attitude measurements. Most are mounted on stable gimbaled platforms that remain locally horizontal 
via torquing devices. An IMU aboard an aircraft cannot measure exactly the local vertical due to the fact 
that the specific force acting on the aircraft has a horizontal component due to vehicle motion. In addition, 
since the vehicle is moving with respect to the inertial reference frame, the Earth's magnetic pole cannot 
be determined precisely [1]. 
These problems (errors) are minimized by aligning the IMU to be exactly horizontal and north pointing 
while the aircraft is stationary. Once platform motion begins, the IMU may be constantly realigned by 
sensing changes in the direction of vertical and north, and then applying appropriate torques to the 
platform to keep it properly aligned. This realignment is accomplished by integrating the twO orthogonal 
accelerometer outputs to determine the components of horizontal velocity. This data, combined with 
the Earth's rotation rate, yields the desired rates of change in local vertical and true north at the vehicle's 
current latitude and longitude. Performing a second integration of the sensor outputs yields an estimate 
of relative position. 
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[1] has shown that the pitch angle (variation in platform horizontal position) 
. ' son et al. ' 
AnalysIS In Br~V sensor output as: 
is given by the I 
(10.83) 
'f te error b = specific force sensor error, and (0, = Schuler frequency = Jg l R, [g = dn t ra ' . 
where e == gy:o == Ea rth'S radius]. Thus, the platform root-mean-square pitch angle becomes: 
force of gravity, R 
(10.84) 
. 1 lues for e (=0.015°h-I), (0, (=0.71°h-I), and b (=0.01) yields an rms pitch angle error 
. typlca va 
VSI;g == 0.010. Thus, it is apparent that under normal operating conditions the IMU provides a two 
of rms f_magnitude improvement in sensor accuracy when compared to the VG and DG. 
orders-o 
Spacecraft Attitude Determination 
acecraft attitude determination techniques rely upon finding the orientation of a single axis in 
Most s(p the spacecraft z-axis) plus the spacecraft rotation about this axis. This provides a full three-
space e.g., 
's attitude solution. In order to achieve this, reference sources that are external to the spacecraft must 
;: used. Specifically, full three-axis spacecraft attitude determination requires at least two external vector 
measurements. Commonly used reference sources for these external vector measurements include the 
sun, Earth, moon, stars, planets, and the Earth's magnetic field. In addition, IMUs are also used to provide 
the necessary attitude measurements. 
Attitude Determination Methodology 
The first step in attitude determination is to determine the angles between the spacecraft's primary axis 
and the two (or more) attitude reference sources. For example, suppose a particular spacecraft is using 
the sun and the Earth for attitude reference. The two angles in this case are referred to as the sun angle 
~s and the nadir angle r N• Since the orientation of even a single spacecraft axis is unknown at this point, 
these angles establish two cones along which the attitude vector A must lie. Since the attitude vector must 
lie on both cones, it must lie along the intersection between the two cones [4] (See Figure 10.14). The 
two vectors, notably AI and A2, resulting from the intersection of these two cones may be determined by 
the following method derived by Grubin [15]. Let S represent the sun vector, E the spacecraft nadir 
vector, and A the desired attitude vector, each defined in Cartesian space as follows: 
S = ( Sx' Sy, Sz) (10.85) 
E=(Ex, Ey , Ez ) (10.86) 
A = (Ax, -\, 1\) (10.87) 
S E and N define a set of base unit vectors with: Let the vectors , , 
SxE ( ) N=-I -1= N,N,N SxE x y z (10.88) 
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FIGURE 10.14 
C ce vectors and single-axis attitude cones. Relationship between releren 
If we introduce a proper set of scaling factors as follows: 
(lO.89a) 
[ cos r N - ( S .E) cos ~s ] 
I = ~--!....-"':'---"-
Y l-(S.Er 
(lO.89b) 
( 10.89c) 
then the two possible attitude vectors Al and A2 are found to be: 
( 10.90) 
In Equations 10.88 through 10.90, S X E represents the Cartesian vector product, and S . E represents 
the Cartesian scalar product. The radicand in Equation 10.89c may be negative, thus producing imaginary 
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FIGURE 10.15 Method of trace averaging for resolving ambiguous attitude solutions. 
values for Iz whenever the two cones do not intersect. Such occurrences are usually attributed to sensor 
error or random noise fluctuations. In this case, one can add a predetermined sensor bias to both sensors 
in order to "broaden" the cone angles, thus forcing the cones to intersect. . . I 
It should be noted that for most applications involving spacecraft attitude determination, the pnnclP .e 
coordinate system used is the celestial sphere coordinate system. This coordinate system has the z-~~ 
aligned with the Earth's polar axis, and the x-axis aligned with the intersection of the Earth's equator! 
plane and the Earth's orbital plane around the sun (i.e., aligned with the vernal equinox). In this coordinat,e 
system, all vectors are considered unit vectors and the two principle measurements describing a vector 5 
position are the right-ascension and declination angles, denoted nand /:!,., respectively. Thus, the sun 
vector S and the Earth nadir vector E used in Equations 10.85 and 10.86 will, in general, be given, as 
right-ascension and declination angles that can be converted to Cartesian coordinates via the following 
set of transformations: 
x = cos( n)cos( /:!,.); y = sin( n )cos( /:!,.); (10 .9la) 
(10.9lb) 
The final step in measuring three-axis attitude is to determine which attitude solution is correct, .AI 
or A2, and then measure the rotation about this axis. The two ambiguous attitude solutions may be 
resolve~ by comparison with a priori attitude information, if available, or through the use of trace 
averagmg [4 J. Trace averaging is a method of plotting each attitude solution on a right -ascension versus 
declination plot and choosing the area of greatest concentration as the correct solution, as demonstrated 
in Figure 10.15. Since the attitude is assumed to change more slowly than the attitude sensor's sample 
h .. I ct rate, over sort time Interva s the data for the correct solution usually form a "cluster" near the corre 
attitude; the data for the incorrect solution are usually much more scattered. 
Once the correct attitude vector has been obtained, the orientation of the remaining two orthogon,al 
axes may be found by measuring the rotation, or phase angle, of the spacecraft about the preferred aJ(l~ . 
Any sensor measurement that provides this phase angle may be used. An example of this technique IS 
P
rovided by the panoramic annular lens attitude determination system (PALADS), described in the n.e)(t 
. " h d' . 1" I d t ctlOn section. This imaging system uses a umque t . r~e- Ime~slona e~s that provides simultaneous e e. Ie 
of two (or more) reference sources [16]. ThiS InformatIOn, combIned with the orientation of the sing 
axis, uniquely determines three-axis attitude. 
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Optical Axis 
FIGURE 10.16 Panoramic annular lens ray diagram , 
The three an 1 d ' 
of the th g es erIved above, which are commonly referred to as Euler angles define th 't t' 
ree spac ' e onen a IOn 
attitude 1 ' ecraft axes with respect to the chosen reference frame, A more formal treatme t f th So uhon II n 0 e 
compon USua y requires specifying the components of the 3 x 3 attitude matrix A E h 
ent of the t' d ' ' . ' ac 
reference frame ,a htu . e matrlX define~ the angular r~latlOnshlp, between a given spacecraft axis and a 
method d axIs. Various methods eXIst for computIng the attItude matrix A (see [4]); the preferred 
P 
epends on the particular application at hand. 
1\L1\DS 
The primar " 
frOm a h ' Y,component of PALADS is the panoramic annular lens (PAL), a smgle-element lens made 
lience ' Igh ,llldex of refraction glass with certain portions of the lens coated with a mirrored surface. 
, ,It relIes on b h ' ' ' C' ' (F' 10 16) Th I ' , In that' , ot refractIOn and reflectIOn m tormmg an Image Igure . . e ens IS ul11que 
ltimages h d' 'al ' I lens is at ree-dimensional object field onto a two- ImenSlOn Image pane, whereas a "normal" 
high in~apable of only imaging two-dimensional object space onto an image plane, The combination of 
appro ' ex of refraction glass and mirrored surfaces provides the PAL with a field of view extending from 
the 0 ~mately 65° to 110° from the optical axis. This 45° field of view covers the entire 360 0 surrounding 
imagPtTlcal axis [17] . Any ray originating from outside the 45° field of view will not form a part of the 
e. he PAL ' ' . f', I As c may be attached to any high-quality imaging system USIng an appropnate transJer ens. 
urrentl ' , ' 
a black Y configured, the PALADS imaging system utilizes a Sony XC-73 charged-couple deVice (CCD), 
The ~nd ,White video camera coupled to the PAL via a Nikon fl1.4 transfer lens, 
refere emlspherical view provided by PALADS allows for single-sensor detection of multiple attitude 
, nce Sour Th ' , f he' h Image 1 ces, such as the Earth and the sun or moon, e position 0 eac relerence source m t e 
referen~ ane translates into a unique azimuth elevation angle between the PAL's optical axis and the 
referenc e SOUrce, Since the PAL has a 360° field of view surrounding the optical axis, it may detect several 
, e SOUrce . h d ' ' d ' h h Image pI S Simultaneously. T e ata pomts associate Wit eac source are extracted from the 
PALADS aCne Using digital image processing techniques, Thus, it is easy to see how a single image from 
th Containin C ) 'd h 1 d ' ree-axis S g two or more relerence sources proVI es t e necessary ang e ata to determIne 
pacecraft attitude. 
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